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To: Appeal Deciding Officer 
 
This is my recommendation on disposition of the appeal, filed by Roger Flynn and Jeffrey C. 
Parsons (Western Mining Action Project) and David K. W. Wilson, Jr. (Reynolds, Motl & 
Sherwood) on behalf of Rock Creek Alliance, Clark Fork Coalition, Cabinet Resource Group, 
Mineral Policy Center, Sierra Club, Alliance for the Wild Rockies, and Montana Wilderness 
Association, protesting the Rock Creek Project Record of Decision (ROD) on the Kootenai 
National Forest. 
 
The Forest Supervisor’s decision selects Alternative V, as modified by the decision, and 
approves Sterling’s Plan of Operation.  The decision will result in ground-disturbing activities 
encompassing approximately 140 acres of National Forest System lands.  Ground-disturbing 
activities include road reconstruction/construction, mill, evaluation adit, tailings facility 
construction, and if needed, ventilation adit construction.   
 
My review was conducted pursuant to, and in accordance with, 36 CFR 215.19 to ensure the 
analysis and decision is in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policy, and orders.  The 
appeal record, including the Appellants’ objections and recommended changes, has been 
thoroughly reviewed.  Although I may not have listed each specific issue, I have considered all 
the issues raised in the appeal and believe they are adequately addressed below. 
 
The Appellants allege violations of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the National 
Forest Management Act (NFMA), the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), the 
1872 Minimg Law, the Wilderness Act, the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA), the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) and Forest Service mining and 
land use regulations.  The Appellants request a remand of the ROD.  An informal meeting was 
held but no resolution of the issues was reached. 
 
ISSUE REVIEW 
 
ISSUE I.  THE FOREST SERVICE VIOLATED NUMEROUS REQUIREMENTS OF 
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA).   

  Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper     
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Part A.  The Forest Service failed to take a “hard look” at, and failed to provide sufficient 
scientific basis for, its analysis of baseline conditions and potential environmental impacts 
from the Rock Creek Project.  
    
Contention 1.  Inadequate and unsupported geochemical analysis/conclusions.   
 
Response:  The FEIS, ROD, and project file contain analysis that describes the potential for acid 
rock drainage and metal leaching based on actual test results from Rock Creek ore, the use of the 
Troy Mine as an analogue, and the Montanore permitted mine information.  The documents key 
to this analysis include the Rock Creek Project 2003 Geochemistry Review by Maxim 
Technologies (NB 66, Doc. 5), the Review of Tailings and Acid Rock Drainage Final Report by 
Klohn Crippen (NB 63, Doc. 5), the Geologic Report by John Balla describing the geologic 
comparison of the Rock Creek and Troy Deposits (NB 63, Doc. 6), and the Montana DEQ 
Geochemical Report:  Comparison of Two Very Similar Strata-bound Copper Sulfide Deposits 
(NB 63, Doc. 11).  Collectively, this and other data in the record provide characterization of the 
waste and ore and are adequate to determine the potential for acid rock drainage and metal 
leaching. 
 
The Appellants commissioned Dr. Ann Maest to review the record.  Dr. Maest’s full report is 
included as part of the appeal and comprises most of the issue identification.  All of Dr. Maest’s 
issues are addressed point by point in Montana DEQ and Kootenai National Forest Review of 
Dr. Maest’s Comments (NB 66, Doc. 2), and further reinforcement can be found in John Balla’s 
review of Dr. Maest’s Comments (NB 66, Doc. 4), the Rock Creek Project:  2003 Geochemistry 
Review (NB 66, Doc. 5) and the Mine/Rock Creek Deposit, Northwest, Montana (NB 63, Doc. 
6).  Dr. Maest’s rebuttal to the Montana DEQ, Kootenai National Forest, and John Balla’s review 
of her comments raise no new or unaddressed issues. 
 
The Appellants also identified concerns that were raised by the EPA in their 2001 
correspondence (NB 84, Docs. 25 and 27).  These concerns include discussion on geochemical 
and hydrological uncertainties, the two-stage permitting process, as well as procedures for 
evaluating and monitoring data and making mine development decisions.  The EPA later 
concurred with the two-stage permitting process (NB 84, Docs. 26 and 28).  The FEIS, ROD, 
and project file address these issues specifically (NB 66, Docs. 2, 4, and 5; NB 84, Docs. 23, 25, 
26, 27, and  28; NB 63, Docs 1, 5, and 6). 
 
Western Mining Action Group’s (WMAG) appeal of the 2001 ROD incorporated and relied 
substantially upon two separate reports the Appellants had commissioned and provided to the 
Kootenai National Forest after the FEIS and ROD had been completed.  The two reports were 
provided as part of the appeal and comprised comments and opinions by Mr. James Kuipers and 
Dr. Anne Maest that reflect their disagreement with the professional analysis and opinions of 
Forest Service and DEQ experts regarding adequacy of environmental impact disclosures in the 
FEIS.  In response to WMAG’s comments, the Responsible Official requested that the Forest 
Service and DEQ experts further analyze and respond to the issues in the Kuipers and Maest 
reports so he could consider the WMAG comments in the new ROD.  This is addressed in detail  
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in the ROD on pages 42 to 46.  I find there was adequate review of the geochemical analysis and 
that the documents were made part of the administrative record and were available for public 
review.   
 
Contention 2.  Inadequate and unsupported analysis/conclusions regarding subsidence. 
 
Response:  The FEIS, ROD, and project file contain analyses that determine the potential 
impacts from subsidence.  Discussion of this potential can be found in the FEIS (Vol. I, p. 4-32; 
Vol. II, Appendix G, pp. G21-24).  The mitigation and monitoring required by Alternative V is 
designed to reduce, minimize and in some cases prevent, to the extent possible, the impacts from 
subsidence.  Response to Comments relating to subsidence issues can be found in the FEIS (Vol. 
III, Geo-101, pp. 3, 4 and 5, Questions 6 to 15; and Vol. IV, Water 300, Questions 1 and 11, 
Water 301, Questions 10, 12 and 14, and NEPA 800, pp. 4 to 8, Questions 14 to 19).  The ROD 
contains discussion on rock mechanics monitoring and mitigation objectives (Attachment 2, 
Revised Appendix K and Attachment 1, p. 14).  Documents in the record that are key to the 
analysis and conclusions regarding subsidence include the Hydrology and Chemistry of 
Wilderness Lakes and Evaluation of Impacts from Underground Mining, Cabinet Mountain 
Wilderness (CMW) (NB 63, Doc. 9), the Potential For Surface Subsidence and Wilderness Lake 
Drainage Associated with the ASARCO Rock Creek Project by R. J. Thompson, 1990 (NB 61, 
Doc. 3), baseline data for subsidence (NB 19, Docs. 91 and 92), the Final Geo-technical 
Engineer Assessment (NB 16, Doc. 46),  the Rock Mechanics Analysis Report (NB 16, Doc. 49), 
and the Subsidence Methodology for the DEIS (NB 67, Doc. 42). 
 
The Appellants commissioned Jim Kuipers to review the record.  Mr. Kuiper’s full report is 
included as part of the appeal and comprises most of the issue identification.  All of Mr. Kuiper’s 
issues are addressed point by point in the Kootenai National Forest’s response to Mr. Kuipers 
comments on the FEIS and ROD of 2001 (NB 66, Doc. 3).  Mr. Kuiper’s rebuttal to the Kootenai 
National Forest’s response raises no new or unaddressed issues.  Therefore, I find that this 
contention is without merit. 
 
Contention 3.  Inadequate discussion of the affected environment (baseline conditions). 
 
Response:  The analysis relies on a combination of site-specific conditions and, where 
applicable and appropriate, conditions in similar areas.  The effects analysis contained in the 
FEIS utilizes effects experienced from similar activities in similar areas.   NEPA effects 
disclosures are by definition predictive in nature and based on the best information available (40 
CFR 1502.22).  In reviewing the analysis, I find that the decision maker utilized the best 
information available.  These analyses clearly acknowledge the differences between the 
conditions in the areas and actions for which empirical data was used to predict effects, and those 
of the proposed area and action.  The expected differences in environmental effects resulting 
from the different baseline conditions are also clearly identified.   
 
As the Responsible Official states on page 8 of the 2003 ROD, there is more than enough 
information in the record to support approving this entire project (both the first and second 
phases), as outlined in this ROD.  I fully expect, based on the analyses referenced in the FEIS, 
that additional information generated in the future from the evaluation adit will further support 
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the FEIS analysis of effects.  However, I realize there will be even more information generated 
from the first phase activities.  I want to minimize and manage the potential risk from this project 
as much as possible.  Therefore, Sterling cannot implement the second phase of the project 
(facility construction, mine development, and mine operation) until the agencies review and 
confirm that the following items have been submitted and are acceptable.  The agencies will then 
inform Sterling in writing that operations may proceed.”  I agree with the Responsible Official 
that adequate information and baseline conditions have been gathered for this project. 
 
Contention 4.  Violation of 40 CFR § 1502.22. 
 
Response:  Please see response to Issue I(A)(3).  The project is appropriately phased to allow for 
collection of additional data from initial development.  Monitoring and evaluation of this data 
will be used to validate the evaluation of baseline conditions and predicted effects.  If significant 
changes in effects disclosures are determined, the analysis may be revised or supplemented 
pursuant to 40 CFR 1502.9.  Any supplement prepared in accordance with these regulations will 
be subject to the public involvement and disclosure requirements of the NEPA [40 CFR 
1502.5(a)].   
 
In addition, under the regulations at 36 CFR 228.4 (d) and (e) the issue of changed conditions 
and reasonably foreseeable are addressed as follows:   
 

"(d) The plan of operations shall cover the requirements set forth in paragraph (c) of this 
section, as foreseen for the entire operation for the full estimated period of activity:  
Provided, however, that if the development of a plan for an entire operation is not possible at 
the time of preparation of a plan, the operator shall file an initial plan setting forth his 
proposed operation to the degree reasonably foreseeable at that time, and shall thereafter file 
a supplemental plan or plans whenever it is proposed to undertake any significant surface 
disturbance not covered by the initial plan." 
 
and  
 
"(e) At any time during operations under an approved plan of operations, the authorized 
officer may ask the operator to furnish a proposed modification of the plan detailing with the 
means of minimizing unforeseen significant disturbance of surface resources..." 
 

Clearly, if the evaluation adit discovers significantly different circumstances than was analyzed 
in the FEIS, the Forest Supervisor has clear authority both in the ROD itself and under the 
regulations at 36 CFR 228.4 to require an updated plan of operations and to re-evaluate the 
environmental effects (see also the response to Issue II).  I find that the Responsible Official met 
his obligations regarding consideration of incomplete information.   

 
Contention 5.  Illegal deferral to future plans/studies. 
 
Response:  The proposed actions include the development of future plans and studies.   Many of 
these plans and studies cannot be conducted prior to actual operations as they depend on the 
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results of initial operations to provide the necessary information.  These plans and studies 
include proposals to monitor the effects of the mining operations.  
 
As stated in the ROD (p. 8), the agencies will review monitoring information and actual 
implementation data and determine the importance of the information.  If significant new 
information is received through these studies, which bears on the effects of the action as 
described in the FEIS, or in a change in action itself, the agency will supplement the FEIS 
pursuant to 40 CFR 1502.9.  Any supplement prepared in accordance with these regulations will 
be subject to the public involvement and disclosure requirements of the NEPA.  I find this issue 
is without merit.   
 
Contention 6.  Inadequate review of air quality impacts. 
 
The FEIS and ROD discusses air quality impacts to air quality-related values of visibility and 
wilderness lakes, Class I and II increments, and ambient air quality standards from the proposed 
Asarco Rock Creek Mine (Vol. I, pp. 4-10 to 4-210).  Further, potential impacts to wilderness 
lakes were analyzed using Alternative II (FEIS, p. 4-19) which would have produced the most 
emissions of the alternatives.  These emissions were also coupled with projected emissions from 
the proposed Noranda Montanore Mine.  In all cases, there were no modeled changes in pH or 
alkalinity at the most “acid sensitive” wilderness lakes.   
 
Table 4-7 (p. 4-17) in the FEIS lists the amount of pollutants by source/activity with the notation 
that the service adit (and later the evaluation adit) are the emission points for blasting, diesel 
equipment, space heating and primary crushing, i.e. these activities will emit emissions from the 
service adit and/or the evaluation adit.  Emission limitations are achieved by application of Best 
Available Control Technology, which is also listed in Table 4-7. 

 
As discussed on page 2-101 in the FEIS, the ventilation adit is an air intake.  As such, its purpose 
is to draw fresh air into the adit and would not exhaust pollutants into the atmosphere. 
 
Table 4-9 (p. 4-19) displays the potential increment consumed by this source for PM10, SO2 and 
NO2.  This source was not required by Montana DEQ to consider increment consumption from 
other sources in the area because it is not a Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) source 
and, according to DEQ, the PSD baseline data has not been triggered for this area (Vol. II, p. C-
2.)  Additionally, emissions from the Montanore Project are a moot point since its air quality 
permit has been revoked by Montana  DEQ (October 31, 2002, DEQ letter to Noranda).  
 
The Thompson River Co-Generation Power Plant is located approximately 3.7 miles east-
southeast of Thompson Falls, Montana.  It is considered a minor source (i.e. not a PSD source) 
by Montana DEQ and is outside of the air quality area analyzed in the Rock Creek Project 
[primarily the proposed project area and the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness.  Furthermore, the 
FEIS was issued September 2001.  The Montana DEQ considered the air quality application 
complete for the Thompson River Co-Generation Power Plant on August 28, 2001.  The 
Montana DEQ deemed the application final November 9, 2001.  All the air quality analysis and 
evaluation for the FEIS Rock Creek Project had been completed by the time the Thompson River 
Co-Generation Power Plant application was received by DEQ.  
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I find that there was an adequate review of air quality impacts. 
 
Contention 7.  Impacts to Idaho and Lake Pend Oreille and the Lower Clark Fork River 
are insufficiently analyzed.   
 
Response:  Water quality analysis in the FEIS (pp. 3-66 to 3-86 and 4-120 to 4-136; Appendices 
D, F, and N) is complete, with supporting information in the project record (NB 13, Doc. 9, pp. 9 
to 22; NB 15, Docs. 137 to 145; NB 72, Docs. 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 26, 29, and 30; NB 66, Docs. 2, 
4, and 5; NB 72, Docs. 18 and 25; and NB 84, Doc. 22).  NEPA does not require a specific 
modeling technique.  The Forest used the WATSED model to predict and evaluate the 
cumulative watershed effects of the existing harvest, roading, and proposed mining alternatives 
within the Rock Creek watershed.  The values produced are estimates, and are used to compare 
effects between the existing conditions and the proposed alternatives (Appendix N, p.1).  The 
project file contains information on how the model functions and the data it required to conduct 
the analysis.  The EIS adequately analyzed and displayed the impacts, and provided sufficient 
scientific basis for its analysis.  The analysis is in compliance with NEPA.   
 
A loading analysis was conducted and is documented in the project record (NB 72, Doc. 12).  In 
addition, an Underwater Diffuser and Mixing Analysis was conducted for the Rock Creek 
Project, MDPES Permit (NB 72, Doc. 27), and is presented in the FEIS (p. 4-91).   
 
The cumulative effects to Lake Pend Oreille and Idaho’s Clark Fork River are discussed in the 
FEIS (pp. 4-95 to 4-113), as are cumulative effects for aquatics and fisheries (pp. 4-120 to 4-
136).  Cumulative effects are also presented in the Biological Assessment (NB 89, Doc. 1; and 
FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B) and in the Biological Opinion (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix E; and NB 
77, Doc. 7).   
 
WATSED modeling was done for the West Fork of Rock Creek, East Fork of Rock Creek, and 
the entire Rock Creek Watershed to analyze and display the cumulative sediment delivery from 
1999 to 2031, which is the anticipated termination of mining activities (FEIS Appendix N, pp. N-
4 and N-5).  As a further safeguard, a monitoring plan and early controls (adaptive management) 
will be implemented as part of the Decision (ROD, Attachment 3; EIS, pp. 2-144 to 2-160).  
These would be overseen by State and federal agencies, and would reduce the risks of unwanted 
cumulative impacts caused by the project (FEIS, p. 4-101).  
 
The purpose of the Tri-State Water Quality Council Border Agreement is for the States of Idaho, 
Montana, and Washington to work cooperatively to protect Lake Pend Oreille from accelerated 
cultural nitrification by establishing and attaining nutrient loading goals for the Clark Fork 
Watershed (NB 72, Doc. 17, pp. 1 and 2).  At the time the FEIS was written the Border 
Agreement had not been signed.  The FEIS recognized that the conditions of the applicants 
discharge permit may change as a result of the Tri-State Water Quality Council agreement 
(FEIS, Vol. I, p. 2-186).  However, any changes in the agreement would not likely allow for any 
further increases in discharge, and therefore, the FEIS analyzed the worst-case scenario. 
 
Possible releases from other sites is addressed by existing and proposed monitoring.  
Underground monitoring wells to identify the potential for impacts to surface and ground waters 
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are discussed in the ROD (Attachment 1, Mitigation 55).  The Agencies’ Conceptual Monitoring 
Plans are presented in the FEIS (Appendix K) and the ROD (Attachment 2).  An alert level and 
contingency corrective action plan will be developed as a component of the water resources 
monitoring plan (FEIS, Appendix K, p. K-13). 
 
Lisa Kirk (Senior Geochemist, Maxim Technologies, Inc.) provided a detailed review of the 
Rock Creek Geochemistry and the Maest report (NB 66, Doc. 5).  Section 2.2.4.1 of the review 
indicates that mine water will be appropriately treated.  Issuance and compliance with the 
MPDES permit (FEIS, Appendix D) indicates regulatory agency agreement with the 
geochemistry assessment. 
 
Noxon Dam is located up stream from the mouth of Rock Creek (FEIS, S-17 Map) and, 
therefore, the project will not affect the flow from the Noxon Dam.  The WATSED Analysis 
(FEIS, Appendix N, p. N-4) estimated water yield increases of the various alternatives for the 
West Fork of Rock Creek, East Fork of Rock Creek, and the entire Rock Creek Watershed.  A 
clean water migratory path to the base of Noxon Dam is provided (Biological Assessment, FEIS 
Vol. II, Appendix B, Bull Trout Biological Assessment, p. 2).   
 
It is estimated that excess water from the project, that would be discharged to the Clark Fork 
River per a MPDES permit, will range from a low of 5 gpm to a high of 2,300 gpm.  
Underground storage of water would be used to reduce or temporarily eliminate spikes or 
seasonal increases in discharge volumes.  The discharge volumes would correspond with the 
Clark Fork River flow volumes.  The issue of low flow below the Noxon Dam and how the 
effluent limits would be developed for the MPDES permit outflows is discussed in detail in 
Appendix D of the FEIS. 
 
The FEIS (p. 4-127) recognizes the potential to reduce the abundance and diversity of aquatic 
invertebrates and fish.  Alternative V reduces sediment reaching Rock Creek by using a 300-foot 
buffer between the mill site and the East Fork and West Fork of Rock Creek, and in general by 
disturbing less ground (FEIS, pp. 4-132 to 4-135).  By constructing the mill downstream from 
the West Fork of Rock Creek the impacts to aquatic invertebrates in the unnamed tributaries of 
the West Fork will be eliminated (FEIS, p. 4-132).  The ROD (Attachment 1, Mitigation 55), 
adds underground monitoring wells to identify the potential for impacts to surface and ground 
waters.  A water resource monitoring plan is presented in the EIS (Appendix K) and the ROD 
(Attachment 2).  Numerous aquatic life and sediment sampling sites have been selected for 
monitoring (FEIS, pp. 3-70 to 81).   
 
Based on the above discussions, I find the various contentions raised regarding impacts to water 
quality to be without merit. 
 
Contention 8.  Inadequate review of cumulative impacts. 
 
Response:  The once proposed Treasure Mountain Winter Sport Area was addressed in 
Response to Comments, which noted that the ski area is too far away to have a cumulative 
impact with the Rock Creek project (Vol. IV, NEPA 802, pp. 5-6).  However, the project is no 
longer considered reasonably foreseeable due to the project area falling under direction of the 
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Roadless Area Conservation Rule.  The Treasure Mountain Winter Sports Area project was 
removed from the Kootenai National Forest’s schedule of proposed actions prior to release of the 
Rock Creek FEIS and ROD.   
 
Part B.  The Forest Service failed to adequately provide and analyze mitigation.  
 
Response:  In reviewing the Mitigation and Monitoring requirements for this action, I find that a 
great deal of care has been taken to specify mitigation and monitoring actions.   In all cases, the 
specific actions taken to mitigate any adverse environmental effects cannot be developed until 
the initial phases of development are ongoing and evaluations made.  
 
All monitoring and mitigation actions are designed to predict the environmental effects disclosed 
in the EIS.  It is not possible to predict all specific mitigation actions necessary to minimize 
effects until the initial development has occurred.  As stated in Issue I. A. 5., if monitoring 
provides significant new information related to the effects disclosed in the FEIS or in a 
significant change in the Proposed Action, the EIS will be supplemented and appropriate public 
involvement and disclosure processes completed.   
 
The effectiveness of future mitigation measures are embodied in the effects disclosures contained 
in the FEIS.  If monitoring provides new information related to the effects disclosed in the FEIS 
or in a significant change in the Proposed Action, the EIS will be supplemented and appropriate 
public involvement and disclosure processes completed.   
 
Part C.  The Forest Service violated NEPA by not considering a reasonable range of 
alternatives. 
 
Contention 1.  The Purpose and Need for the proposed action is unreasonably narrow and 
thus violated NEPA. 
 
Response:  In reading the complete discussion of Purpose and Need in the FEIS (p. 1-1) and 
ROD (p. 9), I find that the decision maker provides a full discussion regarding the purpose of this 
proposal as it relates to fulfilling the purposes of other laws of the United States, including the 
1872 Mining Law, Organic Act, Multiple Use Mining Act, Wilderness Act, the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act and the National Forest Management Act.  Clearly the stated 
Purpose and Need for this project expresses the multiple goals of those laws.  I find that the 
proposed action is not unnecessarily constrained by the agency, but rather represents a proposal 
designed to meet the multiple objectives of preserving the legal rights of claimants afforded by 
law with the legal responsibility of the agencies to preserve the quality of public resources. 
   
Contention 2.  Even if the narrow purpose and need is reasonable, the Forest Service 
violated NEPA by failing to consider a reasonable range of feasible alternatives to the 
proposed action.   

 
Response:  Discussion of alternative development, and the alternatives considered can be found 
in the FEIS (Vol. I, Chap. 2).  The alternatives raised by the Appellants were addressed in the 
FEIS (pp. 2-161 to 2-162 and 2-170 to 2-176).  Issue II of this appeal (below) addresses why the 
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approval of the full-scale alternative is a reasonable alternative to consider, and Issue III, Part D, 
addresses the consideration of a land exchange under the Wilderness Act. 
   
In reviewing the alternatives not considered in detail, I find that the decision maker provides 
sufficient rationale to determine that the alternatives are either not reasonable or do not respond 
to the Purpose and Need.  The range of alternatives considered in this EIS includes those not 
considered in detail.  The range of alternatives is reasonable and in compliance with NEPA. 
  
ISSUE II:  THE APPROVAL OF THE FULL-SCALE ALTERNATIVE IS NOT 
REASONABLE, NOT “REASONABLY INCIDENT” AT THIS TIME AND THUS 
VIOLATES FOREST SERVICE REGULATIONS. 
 
Response:  The Appellants bring into question the reasonableness of analyzing an alternative 
that calls for full-scale mining.  The Appellants bring up the recent Forest Service decision 
related to the Nicore project on the Siskiyou National Forest.  The Nicore situation differs from 
the Rock Creek situation in that the previous exploration at Nicore and analysis work done by the 
proponents was far less than what has been completed at the Rock Creek deposit.  Prior to 
proposing this plan of operation, ASARCO, the previous owners of the Rock Creek property, 
completed a major exploration program that included drilling, surface sampling, geophysical 
surveys, and geologic mapping.  Data was collected on the deposit from 121 drill holes.  The 
conclusions of a mining claim validity report dated October 25, 1985, found 101 of ASARCO’s 
133 Wilderness Mining claims to be valid and recommended that patent be issued for these 
claims by the Bureau of Land Management (NB 64, Doc. 10).  The stage of the mining operation 
was well into the development stage.  The development stage is defined in U.S. v. New Mexico 
Mines, Inc., 3 IBLA 101 (1971): 
 

“Development” refers to the physical work incident to the excavation of a mine for the 
extraction of the mineral values discovered.  After discovery, certain exploratory 
activities incident to the actual production of the minerals are regarded as “development” 
rather than as “exploration.”  These would include the blocking out of the orebody, 
testing for engineering feasiblity, determining the strike and dip of the vein beyond the 
extent of the qualifying knowledge, and related activities.” 

 
Patent was issued to the mineral estate beneath the Cabinet Mountain Wilderness because a 
discovery was made and verified.  The Responsible Official was justified in analyzing 
alternatives that included full-scale mining. 
 
The Appellants claim that because Sterling has publicly stated that the orebody is not economic 
at current copper and silver prices, the claims therefore are not valuable and it is not reasonable 
for the Forest Service to approve a plan of operations for full-scale mining.  In In Re Pacific 
Coast Molybdenum Co., 75 IBLA 29, the issue of current profitability and marketability is 
discussed as it relates to discovery: 
 

“Present Marketability” has never encompassed the examination of either cost or price 
factors as of a specific, finite moment of time, without reference to other economic factors.  
Rather, the question of whether something is “presently marketable at a profit” simply 
means that a mining claimant must show that, as a present fact, considering historic price 
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and cost factors and assuming that they will continue, there is a reasonable likelihood of 
success that a paying mine can be developed.” 
 

The Appellants also bring up the Lodestar Appeal Decision (NOA, Attachment Exhibit 6).  The 
first Lodestar Appeal Decision remanded the NEPA decision back to the Forest because the 
record did not show the reasonableness of the proposal for full-scale mining.  The Forest later 
completed an analysis of the reasonableness and concluded that it was reasonable to permit an 
evaluation adit followed by full-scale mining.  Upon implementation, information gained from 
the initial driving of the adit would be verified with the data used to support the decision to select 
the full mining alternative.  In the second Decision Notice for Lodestar the Deciding Officer 
stated the following: 
 

“A Forest Service Certified Mineral Examiner completed a Surface Use Determination 
(SUD) analyzing the reasonableness of Lime’s [Lodestar Mining and Exploration] proposal 
in April 2001.  The examiner concluded the proposed development of Adit 2 is within the 
late stage of exploration or early stage of development of a mining operation.  The examiner 
recommended the District Ranger continue to process the submitted Plan of Operations, and 
the operator be required to drill ahead as he is driving and excavating his mine workings in 
order to gather information on groundwater hydrology.  The examiner suggested LME 
should be required to regularly report to the District Ranger and other involved agencies 
information on groundwater discharge, water quality, and information on the waste and ore 
characteristics he encounters.  The examiner further recommended any plan approved by the 
District Ranger should contain requirements that if the groundwater or other conditions 
encountered underground indicate significantly different conditions than analyzed in this EA, 
mining would stop until the Forest Service has reviewed the information and determined if 
additional environmental analysis and mitigation is needed.” 

Although the Lodestar proposal is on a much smaller scale than the Rock Creek proposal, the 
decisions are very similar in that they both have a two-stage approach. 
 
The FEIS and ROD support the approval of a two-phase operating plan.  Information that can 
only be gathered by the construction of an evaluation adit (Phase I), will be utilized for the full-
scale mining proposal (Phase II).  Full-scale mining is the next logical step following the 
construction of an evaluation adit.  The data collected from the evaluation adit will be compared 
to the data used in analysis of the final EIS to verify the conclusions in the EIS.  The data would 
also be used to fine tune various plans and designs such as the waste water treatment systems, 
water handling plants, waste rock handling, the tailings paste facility construction methods, and 
mine design and operation.  This was discussed in a response to the EPA and Idaho DEQ on 
October 4, 1999 (NB 84, Doc. 24). 
 
The ROD (p. 8) states that in order to manage the potential risk from this project, as much as 
possible, Sterling will not be allowed to implement the second phase of the project until agencies 
review and confirm all aspects of the operation are updated and consistent with Alternative V 
and the conclusions of the FEIS in regards to ground water flow and quality, geochemistry, and 
rock mechanics.  The ROD further states, “If the Agencies’ review of the evaluation adit 
information leads them to determine there are significant new circumstances or information 
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts, the 
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Agencies will conduct an appropriate level of supplemental analysis before Sterling will be 
allowed to proceed with constructing the mine, mill and all other associated facilities.”   That 
such information will be considered does not mean there was insufficient data on which to make 
a decision, rather that the data and analysis must be validated.   
 
I find that approval of the full-scale alternative is reasonable. 
 
ISSUE III:  THE FOREST SERVICE FAILED TO PROPERLY APPLY ITS 
DISCRETIONARY AUTHORITY OVER THE ROCK CREEK PROJECT.   
 
Part A:  Sterling does not have any “rights” Under the 1872 Mining Law to it’s millsites 
associated with an uneconomic deposit. 
 
Response:  Sterling’s proposal includes patented claims, unpatented claims, and private lands.  
The orebody was patented under the patenting provision of the 1872 Mining Law and the 
Wilderness Act.  The Wilderness Act states, under Special Provisions (d) (3), that all patents 
issued under the mining laws of the United States shall convey title to the mineral deposits 
within the claim, but not the surface estate.  Forest Service Regulations (36 CFR 228.1) state, “It 
is the purpose of these regulations to set forth rules and procedures through which use of the 
surface of National Forest System lands in connection with operations authorized by the United 
States mining laws (30 U.S.C. 21-54), which confer a statutory right to enter upon the public 
lands to search for minerals, shall be conducted so as to minimize adverse environmental impacts 
on National Forest System surface resources.”  The Wilderness Act allows mineral development 
subject to valid, existing rights under the 1872 Mining Law at the time the lands became 
wilderness, which, in this case, was 1983.  As a part of the valid, existing rights determination, 
ASARCO decided to take the steps to apply for patent on these lands.  Patent was issued for 101 
mining claims; 99 for only the mineral estate within the CMW.  Sterling currently owns this 
mineral estate, in addition to other private and unpatented mining claims outside of the 
wilderness boundary.  As a result, the proper regulatory authority for the Forest Service to use is 
the mining regulations at 36 CFR 228, Subpart A.   
 
All activities related to mining are included as part of the mining operation and are properly 
regulated under the Forest Service regulations as defined at 36 CFR 228.3 (a): 
 

 “Operations.  All functions, work and activities in connection with prospecting, exploration, 
development, mining or processing of mineral resources and all uses reasonably incident 
thereto, including roads and other means of access on lands subject to the regulations in this 
part, regardless of whether said operations take place on or off mining claims.”  (Emphasis 
added.) 
 

In recognition that mining proposals may include activities both on and off mining claims, the 
authority for the Forest Service to regulate such activities in the 36 CFR Part 228, Subpart A 
regulations rests not only with the mining laws, but also with the general Forest Service authority 
to regulate activites on National Forest lands, 16 U.S.C., Sections 478 and 551.  
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As stated in the Lodestar Appeal Decision letter (NOA, Exhibit 6), pages 6 and 7: 
 

“The proper application of the locatable mineral regulations 36 CFR 228 Subpart A versus 
the special use regulations at 36 CFR 251 was the subject of the 1984 U.S. v. Craig decision 
(CR 81-0184, CR 82-8-H) in the United States District Court for the District of Montana, 
Helena Division.  In that case, which was under appeal from a Magistrate’s decision, Judge 
Battin cited the language from 36 CFR 228.3 (a), above, and ruled those regulations apply on 
or off mining claims.  In U.S. v. Craig, Judge Batin also noted that not only are the 36 CFR 
228, Subpart A regulations comprehensive in covering all mining related activites, the 36 
CFR 251 regulations specifically except their application to mineral operations, and provide 
at 26 CFR 151.50: 

 
“[a]ll use of National Forest System land, …except those provided for in the regulations 
governing…minerals and mineral materials…are ‘special uses’ and must be 
authorized…” 
 

In this decision Judge Battin went on say: 
 

“A system other than use permits has been established for minerals and mineral materials.  
That system of regulation is found in 36 C.F.R., Part 252 (now 228).  When the statute 
and the regulations give miners a statutory right to go upon and use the open public 
domain for purposes of mineral exploration and development, Forest Service officials 
may not unreasonably restrict that right by applying general Forest Service regulations 
and a permit system.”  
 

The Responsible Official correctly applied the locatable mineral regulations to the Rock Creek 
project in its entirety. 
 
The appeal places great emphasis on a March 25, 1999, letter to Battle Mountain Gold Company 
(BMG) from the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Interior officials regarding BMG’s 
proposed Crown Jewel project in Washington State.  The Appellants argue that this letter applies 
to the Rock Creek situation and limits the Forest Service’s ability to regulate mining activities 
under 36 CFR 228, Subpart A.  The facts do not support this assertion.  That letter is limited to 
the Crown Jewel situation.  The letter did not purport to change long-standing existing National 
Forest Service policy and interpretation of its regulations.  In addition, if the letter had been 
intended to change Forest Service interpretation and application of its regulations, the authorized 
officials would have either transmitted the March 25 letter to the Forest Service with written 
instructions on its general application, or have formally issued a manual directive to the Forest 
Service to change its interpretation and application of 36 CFR 228, Subpart A.  Neither of those 
occurred.  In fact, on September 22, 2003, a memorandum from Mark Rey, the Undersecretary of 
Natural Resources and Environment, to Chief Dale Bosworth clearly stated the Forest Service is 
to continue to follow the regulations at 36 CFR 228, Subpart A.   
 
Formal Forest Service policy and direction to the Regions is stated in the Forest Service Manual.  
The Manual at 2817.03 states current national direction in regard to the issue raised by 
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Appellants.  It reinforces the application of the regulations to activities on or off mining claims 
and the right of the public to prospect and explore for valuable minerals: 
 

The regulations at 36 CFR 228, Subpart A apply to all unpatented millsites, tunnel sites, 
and mining claims, including those not subject to 30 U.S.C. 612, and to activities, 
primarily prospecting, which may be conducted under the mining laws but not on claims. 
 
The statutory right of the public to prospect, develop, and mine valuable minerals and to 
obtain a patent shall be fully honored and protected. 
 

The Responsible Official was correct in not applying the March 25, 1999, letter to Battle 
Mountain Gold Company (NOA, Exhibit 7) to the Rock Creek project. 
 
Part B.  The Forest Service failed to require rights of way under FLPMA. 
 
Response:  The Responsible Official correctly applied the locatable mineral regulations to this 
project in its entirety, including activities related to water supply and tailing pipelines.  See 
above discussion concerning the 1984 U.S. v. Craig decision (CR 81-0184, CR 82-8-H) in the 
United States District Court for the District of Montana, Helena Division.   
 
Part C.  The ANILCA access provision does not apply outside of Alaska. 
 
Response:  Until decided otherwise, the Forest Service must continue to follow the Ninth Circuit 
opinion that ANILCA applies to all Forest Service lands.  In addition to the ANILCA access 
provision.  The Wilderness Act, under Section 5 (a) and (b), also provides for access to private 
inholdings, particularly in the case of minerals.  The Responsible Official correctly applied the 
ANILCA access provision. 
 
Part D.  The KNF misapplies the Wilderness Act. 
 
Response:  The Appellants are referring to Section 5 (a) of the 1964 Wilderness Act which 
states, “In any case where State-owned or privately owned land is completely surrounded by 
national forest lands within areas designated by this Act as wilderness, such State or private 
owner shall be given such rights as may be necessary to assure adequate access to such State-
owned or privately owned land by such State or private owner and their successors in interest, or 
the State-owned land or privately owned land shall be exchanged for federally owned land in the 
same State of approximately equal value under authorities available to the Secretary of 
Agriculture.”  The Wilderness Act provides both options; either adequate access or exchange.  
The Wilderness Act also states in Section 5(b), “In any case where valid mining claims or other 
valid occupancies are wholly within a designated national forest wilderness area, the Secretary of 
Agriculture shall, by reasonable regulations consistent with the preservation of the area as 
wilderness, permit ingress and egress to such surrounded areas by means which have been or are 
being customarily enjoyed with respect to other such areas similarly situated.”  I find that the 
Responsible Official correctly applied the Wilderness Act. 
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The Forest Service asked ASARCO if they were interested in the government purchasing or 
exchanging their interests in the Rock Creek Mine.  When the draft EIS was released to the 
public in July of 1995, ASARCO had not officially responded to this proposal.  However, since 
the release of the draft EIS, Sterling responded in a letter dated March 22, 2001, that Sterling 
Minimg Company is not willing to sell the Rock Creek Project to the United States Government 
(NB 30, Doc. 74).   
 
Part E.  Access to Sterling’s private interests is discretionary. 
 
Response:   See discusions above under A, B, and C.  The Responsible Official correctly 
identified the processing of the Rock Creek plan as being nondiscretionary. 
 
ISSUE IV.  THE FOREST SERVICE FAILED TO MINIMIZE ALL ADVERSE 
IMPACTS. 
 
Response:  Forest Service Regulations at 36 CFR 228.8 state:   
 

“All operations shall be conducted so as, where feasible [emphasis added], to minimize 
adverse environmmental impacts on National Forest resources,…” 
 

The FEIS examined a range of alternatives.  It is reasonable to assume that full-scale mining 
would follow closely behind the development of an evaluation adit.  The development of the 
alternatives, particularly Alternative V with the required mitigation and monitoring requirments, 
show that the Responsible Official did comply with the regulations.   
 
ISSUE V.  THE FOREST SERVICE FAILED TO ENSURE RECLAMATION. 
 
Response:  The FEIS and ROD 2003 discuss closure options for Alternative V, as modified by 
the ROD 2003.  Until data is obtained from the evaluation adit, and refined during mine 
operation, the agencies have determined that the initial mine closure plan will be to pump and 
treat the mine water in perpetuity, which is a worst case scenario.  Once hydrogeologic and 
hydrologic data is gathered from the evaluation adit, other less expensive closure options will be 
investigated (FEIS, pp. 2-136 and 4-100; ROD 2003, Attachment 5).  Once the mine operation 
commences, the evaluation adit closure and related bonding will be incorporated into the full-
scale mine closure plan and bond.  The more strict closure and bonding requirements would be in 
affect. 
 
A bond has been calculated for the adit closure plan selected for this proposed project (ROD 
2003, Attachment 5).  The bond is the mechanism to ensure reclamation is conducted. 
 
See also response to Issues I (A) 4 and 5 regarding future collection of data and future plans. 
 
ISSUE VI.  THE FAILURE TO ADEQUATELY REVIEW AND PROTECT 
THREATENED, SENSITIVE, AND INDICATOR SPECIES VIOLATES THE ESA, 
NFMA, AND IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS. 
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Part A.  The Rock Creek Project violates the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 
 
Contention 1.  The grizzly bear analysis is not justified by the best available science and is 
arbitraty and capricious.  Mining and associated development threaten grizzly bear 
survival by increasing the potential for:  (1) direct mortality; (2) habituation; and (3) 
displacement of grizzly bears. 
 
Response:  The May 9, 2003, Biological Opinion (BO) and Conference Opinion on the Effects 
to Grizzly Bear, Bull Trout and Lynx from the Implementation of Proposed Actions Associated 
with Plans of Operation for the Sterling Mining Company Rock Creek Copper/Silver Mine 
prepared by the USDI Fish and Wildlife (FWS) concludes that “the Rock Creek Mine as 
proposed, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the grizzly bear in the CYE.  No 
critical habitat has been designated for this species; therefore, none would be affected (NB 77, 
Doc. 7, p. A-103).”  The proposed project does not create a “jeopardy” situation. 
 
The FWS completed an initial BO on the Rock Creek project on December 15, 2000.  The FWS 
withdrew their initial BO in March of 2002, after which the Forest Service withdrew their initial 
Rock Creek Mine ROD.  Since that time, two substantive new actions have taken place.  First, 
the Noranda Minerals Corporation formally withdrew their plan of operations and gave up 
several required permits necessary for development.  Second, the FWS completed their new BO 
(NB 77, Doc. 7) which included provisions of a Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA) that 
were required to preclude jeopardy to CYE grizzly bears.  The FWS believes the final proposed 
action and revised mitigation plan adequately addresses key issues that reasonably ensure that 
the proposed action would not likely jeopardize the CYE grizzly bear population (BO, p. A-103).  
The Kootenai National Forest incorporated all of the substantive provisions of the RPA, as 
identified in the May 9, 2003, BO (NB 77, Doc. 7) as part of the Rock Creek Mine Record of 
Decision. 
 
The affected environment and effects of the proposed Rock Creek Mine on grizzly bear 
mortality, habituation, and displacement of grizzly bears, as well as the recovery objectives, are 
described in the FEIS (pp. 3-111 thru 3-118, and 4-188); the Final Biological Assessment of 
Threatened, Endangered and Proposed Species for the Proposed ASARCO Rock Creek Mine 
(FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B, pp. 17-41); and in the Biological Opinion and Conference Report on 
the Effects to Grizzly Bear, Bull Trout and Lynx from the Implementation of Proposed Actions 
Associated with Plans of Operation for the Sterling Mining Company Rock Creek Copper/Silver 
Mine (NB 77, Doc. 7, pp. A-81 thru A-116).  The Forest Service will reduce mortality risks to 
grizzly bear by incorporating the Biological Opinion’s conservation measures, reasonable and 
prudent measures, terms and conditions, and conservation recommendations into the June 2003 
Rock Creek Mine Record of Decision (pp. 28-33).  These measures collectively minimize 
mortality, habituation, and displacement risks to grizzly bear. 
 
I find that the grizzly bear analysis is consistent with ESA. 
 
Contention 2.  The bull trout analysis is not justified by the best available science and is 
arbitrary and capricious. 
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Response:  Bull trout are addressed in detail in the FEIS (pp. 3-118, 4-132 to 4-135, 4-176, 4-
182, 4-186, 4-187, and 4-189), in the Biological Assessment (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B) and in 
the BO (NB 77, Doc. 7).  The Biological Assessment and FEIS were thorough and used best 
available information in the analysis.  The Forest Service did a satisfactory job in the analysis to 
meet ESA requirements, culminating in the issuance of a no jeopardy opinion for bull trout by 
the FWS (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix E, p. 107).   
 
Contention 3.  The FEIS/ROD fails to demonstrate compliance with LCAS guidelines to 
reduce the impacts to lynx is remiss, including cumulative impacts.  
 
Response:  The listing of lynx as a threatened species, the designation of critical habitat by the 
FWS, and FWS’s Biological Opinion are not reviewable under 36 CFR 215.  However, I should 
point out that the FWS is abiding by the District Court’s ruling.  The FWS did not informally 
consult and concur on the Forest Service’s determination of ‘may affect, not likely to adversely 
affect’ Canada lynx.  The two agencies formally consulted on lynx, and the FWS issued a 
Biological Opinion (NB 77, Doc. 7).  The FWS also published a clarification of findings on 
Canada lynx in the July 3, 2003, Federal Register.  In that clarification they state, “As a result of 
our reanalysis…which was directed by the Court, we find that the lynx is not endangered 
throughout a significant portion of its range… the lynx continues to be listed as threatened...”  
The FWS also considered the Court’s order to designate critical habitat.  They stated, “This 
[clarification of findings] does not address critical habitat for the lynx, since our listing budget is 
currently insufficient to begin work on a rule for critical habitat.  The Service will seek public 
comment in the future when it proposes critical habitat” (Fed. Register, Vol. 68, No. 128, p. 
40076).  The Rock Creek decision is in compliance with the ESA. 
 
The FEIS contains the original Biological Assessment (BA) (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B) and the 
Amendment to the BA (FEIS, Vol. I, pp. 4-189 to 4-192) for Canada lynx.  The Amendment to 
the BA documents the wildlife biologist’s determination of may affect, not likely to adversely 
affect lynx or its habitat.  The determination of effects is based on the LCAS (Ruediger, et al. 
2000, Forest Service Publication #R1-00-53, Missoula, MT, 142 pp.).  The LCAS establishes 
conservation measures that are intended to conserve lynx and reduce or eliminate adverse effects 
from management activities taking place on federal lands.  Under the LCAS, the Forest Service 
is to review and consider the conservation measures.  This is what the wildlife biologist did, and 
that analysis is documented in the FEIS (pp. 4-190 to 4-192).   
 
The analysis demonstrates the project is in compliance with the LCAS, with the exception of 
denning habitat (FEIS, Vol. I, pp. 4-190 to 4-192).  The LCAS (p. 78) states, “Maintain at least 
10 percent of potential lynx habitat areas in denning habitat.”  Currently 8.3 percent of the lynx 
habitat in the lynx analysis unit (LAU) is denning habitat.  This is because much of the LAU is in 
younger-age timber stands that do not currently have an adequate downed-log component to be 
considered denning habitat.  The loss of 3 acres of denning habitat is less than one tenth of one 
percent of the existing denning habitat.  The Rock Creek project will delay the achievement of 
denning habitat structure on another 17 acres.  The wildlife biologist determined this is not a 
significant impact on lynx.  The FWS agreed with the analysis.  In their Biological Opinion (NB 
77, Doc. 7), the FWS concluded, “the impact to habitat for Canada lynx would be insignificant or 
discountable (less than 0.01 percent change in baseline).”  It is their opinion the Rock Creek 
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Mine project is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of Canada lynx (p. C-16), and 
they expected no incidental take of lynx (p. C-17).   
 
The FEIS points out most of the Rock Creek project is near to, but falls outside of, LAU 14702.  
Only the evaluation adit, which is a very small portion of the project, is in the LAU (FEIS, Vol. 
I, p. 4-190).  The Biological Assessment (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B, pp. 36 to 38) and the 
Amendment to the Biological Assessment (FEIS, Vol. I, pp. 4-189 to 192) display that the total 
direct, indirect, and cumulative effects to lynx and lynx habitat from the Rock Creek project 
would be the loss of 3 acres of denning habitat and the loss of 17 acres of foraging habitat (see 
discussion above).  The FWS also consider cumulative effects as defined under ESA, and found 
there were no know major private land activities occurring within the action area that would 
contribute toward a cumulative effect on lynx (NB 77, Doc.7, p. C-16).  
 
Regardless of the lack of lynx sightings, the analysis still considers lynx to be present in the area 
based upon the classification of lynx habitat and LAU delineation, but that the population is low 
(FEIS, p. 3-119).  This is consistent with the LCAS.  
 
Part B.  The Rock Creek Project violated the National Forest Management Act (NFMA)’s 
wildlife provisions.  
 
Contention 1.  MIS species.  
 
Response:  Six federally-listed species, under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) as amended, 
may use habitat in or near the proposed project site.  They are the endangered bald eagle, gray 
wolf and the threatened grizzly bear, bull trout, lynx and water howellia (FEIS, pp. 3-108 to 3-
120).  A “no effect” or “not likely to adversely effect” determination was made for all of the 
T&E species, with the exception of bull trout and grizzly bear (FEIS, p. 4-173 to 194; Biological 
Assessment, FEIS, Vol. 2, Appendix B).  Where there are no reasonably foreseeable adverse 
effects on a species, no further analysis is necessary to address cumulative effects on viability at 
the Forest level.  Bull trout and grizzly bear received “likely to adversely effect” determinations.   
 
Analysis relative to bull trout habitat across the Kootenai National Forest is contained within the 
FWS Biological Opinion (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix E, p. 90).  Additional information relative to 
the status of bull trout habitat and populations on the Kootenai National Forest is presented in the 
2001 Forest Plan Monitoring Report.   
 
The BO for grizzly bear (NB 77, Doc. 7) does an adequate job providing Forest plan-level 
context for the project, including discussion of the North Continental Divide Ecosystem 
(NCDE).  A portion of the NCDE is also located on the Kootenai National Forest.  Additionally, 
the project analysis demonstrates consistency with the recovery plan for the Cabinet Yaak 
ecosystem.  The great majority of this ecosystem is located on the Kootenai National Forest, thus 
consistency with the recovery plan for the Cabinet Yaak ecosystem provides strong additional 
support for NFMA viability requirements relative to grizzly bear on the Kootenai National 
Forest. 
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The FEIS indicates that there are eight MIS on the Forest:  elk, grizzly bear, mountain goat, gray 
wolf, white-tailed deer, bald eagle, peregrine falcon and pileated woodpecker (FEIS, p. 3-97, 
Table 3-30).  Three of these are T&E species that are addressed in the previous paragraph (bald 
eagle, grizzly bear, and gray wolf).  Among the other five MIS that are not federally listed, the 
analysis indicated unmeasurable (pileated woodpecker) or greatly reduced impacts (elk, whitetail 
deer and peregrine falcon) that suggest little concern for viability (FEIS, pp. 4-169, 151, and 
154). The analysis for mountain goat describes affects to individuals and possibly the population.  
The analysis incorporated historical population numbers in the estimation of effects (FEIS, pp. 3-
103 and 4-152).   
 
There are 12 Forest Service sensitive species analyzed in the FEIS (p. 3-97, Table 3-30).  The 
FEIS provides a determination of either “no impact” or “may affect individuals but does not lead 
to a trend toward listing” with adequate supporting rationale for the determination.  For these 12 
species, no further analysis is necessary to address viability.   
 
Contention 2.  Senstitive and threatened species.   
 
Contention 2a.  Harlequin ducks. 
 
Response:  Affected environment for harlequin duck is discussed in the FEIS on pages 3-96 to 
3-98.  Effects analysis is presented for each alternative in Chapter 4 (pp. 4-137, 139, 145 to                                  
147, 159, and 163-166).  The Sensitive Species determination for harlequin ducks under 
Alternative V is “may impact individuals but would not be likely to result in a trend towards 
federal listing of harlequin ducks under the Endangered Species Act” (FEIS, p. 4-166).  
 
Human disturbance is identified in the FEIS as a concern and a potential factor that may limit use 
of an area by harlequin ducks (FEIS, p. 3-98).  The effects analysis (FEIS, pp. 4-138 to                                        
4-146) indicate that the lands in the lower portion of the drainage, associated with Sterling land 
ownership and FDR 150B, are important areas of breeding and brood-rearing habitat within the 
Rock Creek Drainage.  Impacts to this area if Sterling chose to liquidate their ownership,                                     
and with resulting residential development and/or increased levels of vehicle use on FDR150B 
associated with mine development, would likely result in loss of the harlequin breeding 
component in the area.   
 
The description of Alternative V (FEIS, pp. 2-94 to 2-160) includes a description of operation 
and mitigation measures that would be implemented and would help reduce effects on harlequin 
ducks.  These include:  busing employees; road reconstruction work that would limit parking 
sites along FDR 150 below the mill site; numerous closures and restriction of traffic to only 
required administrative traffic (including FDR 150B); limits on the number of ore and waste 
hauling trips; operating season limits on pipe line construction; locating milling, waste and paste 
operations, and parking lots in areas of lesser concern for disturbance; and visual and audio 
screen development.   
 
The effects analysis in Chapter 4 (FEIS, pp. 4-163 to 4-166) adequately describes and discusses 
the effects of Alternative V upon harlequin ducks, with considerable discussion given to effects 
from disturbance.  The effects analysis includes human disturbance as a possible limiting factor, 
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design features to reduce the overall level of disturbance, and consideration of disturbance levels 
in other areas where harlequins are known to successfully breed.  This issue was also addressed 
in Response to Comments (SEIS, BIO-402, pp. 6 to 10):    
 

“Visual disturbances to breeding harlequins have been controlled by several design 
features, most important of which is the closure of the most important brood-rearing 
section of stream along lower Rock Creek, providing greater security than harlequins 
currently enjoy.”    

 
“The authors are unaware of any example of harlequin duck successfully (or 
unsuccessfully) breeding next to an industrial complex.  However, harlequin ducks are 
known to breed on rivers with adjacent major highways such as the Lochsa River in 
Idaho, and on streams with railroad traffic such as the Bull River in Alberta (pers. comm. 
B. MacCullum, with Sandy Jacobson, USFS, July 9, 1998).  The effects analysis in 
Chapter 4 indicates that disturbance along the road is an important factor, so these 
examples of greater disturbance than expected along Rock Creek should be helpful in 
comparing disturbance potential.” 

 
The hydrology effects analysis (FEIS, pp. 4-58 through 4-112, and Appendix N) and the fisheries 
effects analysis (FEIS, pp. 4-120 through 4-135, and the Biological Opinion, Appendix E) 
outline the probable contribution of sediments and contaminates into the Rock Creek system and 
the effects of these contributions upon macro-invertebrate populations in the drainage. 
 
R1-WATSED analysis was carried out (FEIS, p. 4-110), and predicted an overall increase of 38 
percent in annual sediment yield for the life of the mine.  The FEIS (pp. 4-102 through 4-113) 
describe the effects of the mining, milling, and waste handling operations for this project and the 
expected/predicted effects to water quality from potential contaminates.   
 
The mitigation intended to reduce risk of contamination and sediment contributions, other than 
from a catastrophic event, resulted in the impacts to water quality from contamination reduced to 
an “immeasurable level” from sedimentation (FEIS, p. 4-132).  This is also addressed in the bull 
trout BA (FEIS, Appendix B, p. 15) that states, “At the height of construction for the preferred 
alternative, fugitive sediment loading is predicted to increase…  These estimates do not include 
proposed mitigation activities, which would occur before, during, and after construction.  These 
short-term increases should be offset by long-term benefits from road surfacing, road upgrades to 
meet current standards, and a sediment abatement program that eliminates existing stream bank 
and floodplain sediment sources.  Over the long-term, there should be a measurable 
improvement in water quality due to reduced sediment loading.  In spite of the predicted long-
term improvement, pulses of sediment from reconstruction of some stream crossing, plus road 
reconstruction and sediment abatement efforts may degrade baseline conditions for this indicator 
over the short-term.  Over the long-term, baseline conditions should be restored.”    
 
Flow regimes and portions of Rock Creek that are de-watered during a portion of the year are 
identified in both the wildlife (FEIS, p. 3-98) and fisheries analysis (FEIS, pp. 3-67 to 68, 3-75, 
and 3-80).  The R1-WATSED model run for Alternative V indicates that no change in peak flow 
is expected with implementation of Alternative V (FEIS, p. 4-110).   
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Only a small amount of the Rock Creek watershed would be included in the mining operations.  
As stated in the Bull Trout BA (FEIS, Appendix B, pp. 15 and 16), the “…aerial extent of mine 
operations would only be 2 percent of the entire watershed…”  and “The very small to 
nonexistent changes to peak flows indicate that implementation of the preferred alternative will 
maintain baseline conditions for the watershed indicator.” 
    
These analyses and conclusions support the contention in the wildlife analysis (FEIS, p. 4-165) 
that “water flow in Rock Creek would not change to an extent that is likely to adversely impact 
harlequin ducks.” 
 
Cumulative effects are based upon the sum of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions.  
The effects of past and present actions on harlequin ducks are included in the current condition 
of the watershed, in terms of streamside vegetation, water quality and quantity, and the road 
system that has been developed.  The description of current conditions captures the contribution 
from past and present actions.  The reasonably foreseeable actions are included in Chapter 2 of 
the FEIS (pp. 2-184 through 2-192).  None of the reasonably foreseeable actions identified are 
expected to add or subtract to/from the environmental elements that influence harlequin duck 
presence and/or production.  Therefore, cumulative effects beyond the direct and indirect effects 
describe for the alternative are not expected to occur.     
 
The effects of loosing the harlequin duck breeding component is considered and described in the 
FEIS (p. 4-165).  This analysis includes consideration of current habitat and population 
conditions and the effects proposed changes would have on the ability of harlequins to continue 
to utilize breeding and rearing habitat in the Rock Creek drainage.  Further descriptions are 
provided for the role that Rock Creek harlequins play in the maintenance and stability of the 
Lower Clark Fork subpopulation.  
 
This analysis adequately considered cumulative effects and NFMA viability requirements for 
harlequin ducks.  
 
Contention 2b.  Westslope cutthroat trout. 
 
Response:  The FEIS includes data and analysis for westslope cutthroat trout (pp. 3-75, 3-80, 3-
81, and 4-132).  Additionally, the analysis for fish species indicates that bull trout are “the most 
sensitive fish species located in the Rock Creek drainage” (FEIS, p. 4-136).  Because the aquatic 
analysis focuses on bull trout, the FEIS assumes that effects to westslope cutthroat trout, relative 
to all the parameters analyzed, will be no greater than those projected for bull trout (FEIS, Vol. 
II, Appendix B, Bull Trout BA, pp. 8 to 19).  These parameters include aquatic habitat, aquatic 
invertebrates, water temperature, sediment, nutrients, and stream habitat alteration (FEIS, pp. 4-
121 to 4-134).   
 
The FEIS does not explicitly state that there are no MIS fish species in the Kootenai National 
Forest Plan.  A review of the Forest Plan indicates that there are none.  As such, the MIS 
monitoring requirements in NFMA implementing regulations do not apply.    
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ISSUE VII.  THE FOREST SERVICE VIOLATED VARIOUS OTHER NFMA 
REQUIREMENTS.   

 
Part A.  The ROD and FEIS violate the Forest Plan. 
 
Contention 1.  INFISH violations and sediment.  The project violates INFISH standards 
and guidelines Mineral Mangement 2, 3(b), 3(a), and the standards for sediment. 
 
Response:  INFISH Standards and Guidelines (S&G) Mineral Management (MM) 2 does not 
prohibit the placement of mining facilities in the Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCA).  
While most mining facilities are located outside the RHCA, some linear features such as power 
lines, water lines, tailing lines and roads are located in RHCAs (ROD, p. 6; FEIS, Vol. III, Fish 
601 #1; FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B, Bull Trout BA, pp. 1 to 2).   
 
INFISH S&G MM-2 directs the Forest Service to “avoid,” but does not prohibit impacts that 
might result from facilities located within the RHCA.   The impacts of the project, including 
these linear features are considered, analyzed, and disclosed in the record (FEIS, Vol. II, 
Appendix B, Bull Trout BA, pp. 1-2, and 13-18; FEIS, pp. 4-120, and 4-132 to 4-135).  By 
locating the main facility outside the riparian area, and implementing other safeguards and 
mitigation relative to linear features that are located within the RHCA, the project complies with 
the INFISH S&G MM-2 requirements to “avoid impacts to RHCAs and streams and adverse 
effects on inland native fish.”  
 
The project would not violate INFISH S&G MM-3(b).  The reference identified by the 
Appellants is a Response to Comment in the SEIS indicating that ammonia and nitrate, dissolved 
solids, and potentially metals, reagents and oil and grease from waste rock used for construction 
will infiltrate into ground water (SEIS, Volume IV, WTR-306, p.16).  The response further 
indicates that potentially contaminated ground water may return to surface water during periods 
of critical low flow and have a chronic effect on aquatic organisms.  This particular Response to 
Comment appears to be in reference to the storm water pond located on Sterling lands. 
 
In cases where releases of acid or toxic materials cannot be prevented with the best conventional 
technology, INFISH S&G MM-3(b) requires that facilities on federal land be located outside 
RHCAs.  These facililties are located on private land (Sterling Land) where INFISH 
requirements are not applicable. 
 
Responses to Comments indicate that “virtually all project facilities would be located outside 
RHCAs…Those features that would remain in the RHCA (primarily portions of the road and 
utility corridor) include extensive abatement and mitigation measures to minimize their impact 
on riparian values and processes” (FEIS, Vol. III, Fish 601 #1).  Based on review of the map in 
the ROD (p. 6), the only “facilities” located within RHCAs on National Forest System lands that 
could pose a risk relative to acid and toxic materials are tailings concentrate and reclaim water 
pipelines.  These facilities do not appear to violate INFISH S&G MM 3 (b) because best 
conventional technology, for example, the burying of pipelines, has been used in their design and 
placement to ensure releases from these facilities (pipelines) would not occur (FEIS, Vol. II, 
Appendix B, Bull Trout BA, pp. 1 to 2).    
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The project does not violate INFISH S&G MM-3 (a).  The analysis does address the chemical 
and physical stability characteristics of the waste material and has used the best conventional 
sampling methods and analytical techniques.   
 
The contention that “INFISH mining standards for sediment do not allow for short-term adverse 
effects” is an incorrect interpretation of INFISH made by the Appellants.  There is no INFISH 
standard or guidelines that explicitly addresses sediment.  Although INFISH S&G MM-1 and 
MM-2 address “adverse effects on inland native fish” and would include sediment impacts.  
Most importantly, neither S&G MM-1 nor MM-2 explicitly address short-term or long-term 
effects, or clarify how they are to be evaluated and/or considered in the decision making process.  
Additionally, these two S&Gs contain direction to “avoid” but do not contain language to 
“prevent” adverse impacts.  INFISH does not prohibit implementation of restoration activities 
that have short-term negative consequences but are expected to have an overall positive outcome 
in the long-term, as is the predicted outcome for this project relative to sediment.   
 
The analysis and conclusions relative to the sediment mitigation and restoration work is adequate 
(FEIS, p. 4-133).  The predicted outcome for long-term improvement is a reasonable conclusion.  
The need to demonstrate such an outcome before implementation of mining activity is not 
explicitly required by INFISH. 
 
I find that the project does not violate INFISH. 
 
Contention 2.  Other Forest Plan standards violations.   

 
Contention 2a.  The project violates wildlife and fish standards for MA31 which requires that  
“activities will be conducted to prevent siltation in streams that provide spawning habitat.   
 
Response:  The project would not violate Forest Plan standard for MA31.  The record does 
display that siltation will occur in Rock Creek as a result of the project and that Rock Creek does 
provide spawning habitat.  It also shows that baseline conditions for sediment in areas of 
spawning and incubation may degrade over the short-term, but that the long-term baseline 
condition should be restored (FEIS, Vol. II, Appendix B, Bull Trout BA, p. 15).  The restoration 
activities proposed as part of this project are expected to mitigate the siltation that is predicted to 
occur during mining activity.   
 
Contention 2b.  Failure to meet visual management system requirements. 
 
Response:  The FEIS states on page 2-98 that “Sterling would install the portion of temporary 
mine water discharge pipeline…with a cable and winch instead of dragging it through the woods 
with a tractor.  This would minimize the vegetation clearing and erosion on the steep hillside…” 
This method of pipeline construction will result in meeting the Partial Retention Visual Quality 
Objective (FEIS, Vol. 1, p. 2-98; Chapter 4, p. 7, #303-312).   
 
Contention 2c.  Failure to meet grizzly bear protections. 
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Response:  The proposed project has an extensive mitigation plan that compensates for all, any 
adverse affects of the project.  The mitigation measures involve a number of requirements 
including the adoption of Grizzly Bear Conservation Measures and the Grizzly Bear Mitigation 
Plan as documented in the BO (NB 77, Doc. 7, pp. A-9 thru A-13).  The Grizzly Bear 
Conservation Measures are designed to minimize mortality risks to grizzly bear.  The Grizzly 
Bear Mitigation Plan is designed to reduce grizzly bear mortality risks, displacement, reduce 
human/grizzly confrontations, and to provide grizzly bear habitat protection and enhancement 
measures.  Most of these factors are incorporated into the FWS’s Reasonable and Prudent 
Measures, Terms and Conditions and Conservation Recommendations (BO, pp. A-113 thru A-
117). 
 
The Kootenai National Forest agreed to adoption of the Reasonable and Prudent Measures to 
minimize “incidental take” of grizzly bears, as well as the “terms and conditions” that are non-
discretionary (ROD, pp. 30 to 33).  These measures are deemed adequate to minimize mortality 
risk, displacement, human/bear confrontations, habitat loss, and a host of associated human 
factors (like sanitation, attractants, public education, and enforcement).  
 
Forest Plan direction for grizzly bear is included in Appendix 8 (Grizzly Management Situation 
Guidelines and Augmentation Discussion) of the Kootenai National Forest Plan, as well as for 
some management areas (such as MA 14, where the proposed Rock Creek Mine is located).  The 
discussion in Appendix 8 defines which parameters are “standards,” which are “guidelines,” and 
which management situation they apply in (such as Management Situation 1, 2 or 3).  The 
standards for Minerals, Special Uses and Watershed Management, relevant to the proposed Rock 
Creek Mine are:  In Situation 1 these activities will be made compatible with grizzly bear 
management objectives, and all operating plans and special uses will reflect Forest grizzly bear 
objectives and contain appropriate clauses or stipulations needed to meet the objectives (Forest 
Plan, Appendix 8, pp. 8-15 and 8-16). 
 
I find the project was designed to meet grizzly bear objectives. 
 
Part B.  The changes in the Forest Plan are based on invalid assumptions and are 
significant. 
 
Response:   The Responsible Official amended the Forest Plan to reflect the changes in land 
management uses associated with the proposed action.  I find no invalid assumptions were 
utilized to identify these resultant changes.  The question of whether the decision maker has the 
discretion to not consider the action proposed by the proponent is outside the scope of this issue.   
 
In response to the NFMA significance issues, the NFMA implementing regulations specifically 
identify four considerations for making a significance determination.  This determination is 
different than that determined through NEPA.  The NFMA determination reflects the 
significance of the changes in relation to the overall goals and objectives associated with the 
management of the National Forests and the potential for achieving the overall outputs and 
outcomes associated with that management.  In reviewing the decision, I find the small number 
of acres associated with this action in relation to the entire Kootenai National Forest combined 
with no overall change in Forest goals and objectives, and potential outputs and outcomes, fully 
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support the Responsible Official’s finding of non-significance under NFMA.  The environmental 
effects of this action (the mine) are considered significant as defined by the NEPA and are thus 
disclosed in this EIS.  However, the action has been appropriately determined to not significantly 
affect the overall management of the Kootenai National Forest.  I find the Responsible Official’s 
consideration of NFMA significance to be well reasoned, based on appropriate factors, and 
adequately documented in the EIS.    
 
ISSUE VIII.  THE FOREST SERVICE VIOLATED THE WILDERNESS ACT. 
 
Contention 1.  The ROD and FEIS violate the Wilderness Act, in part, because the ROD 
authorizes Sterling to construct a ventilation adit within the Cabinet Mountains 
Wilderness. 
 
Response:  The Wilderness Act states in Section 4(d)(3), “Mineral leases, permits, and licenses 
covering lands within national forest wilderness areas designated by this Act shall contain 
reasonable stipulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture for the protection of 
the wilderness character of the land consistent with the use of the land for the purposes for which 
they are leased, permitted, or licensed.”  This provision gives the Secretary the authority to 
impose reasonable stipulations on permittees for the purpose of protecting wilderness character.  
The FEIS describes mitigation measures to be taken by Sterling to minimize impacts to 
wilderness character from the ventilation adit.  Measures include requiring Sterling to explore all 
other options to the wilderness location for the adit, to work with the Forest to choose the best 
location for the adit, if it is determined that the wilderness location is the only option, and to 
develop a plan to restore the adit to its pre-mining condition at the time of closure.  (FEIS, Vol. I, 
p. 4-259; FEIS, Vol. IV, Rec-1001, p. 2; ROD, Attachment 1, pp. 3 to 4 and 15.)  I find this 
project to be consistent with the Wilderness Act. 
 
The regulation that the Appellants quote, 36 CFR 228.15(b), pertains to the Forest Service 
authorizing the use of mechanized transport, aircraft and motorized equipment for work within a 
Wilderness.  Since the adit would be driven from the underground workings, there will be no 
need for motorized equipment in the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness (FEIS, Vol. I, p. 2-101). 
 
I find this project to be consistent with the Wilderness Act. 
 
Contention 2.  Subsidence and hydrologic impacts are not allowed under the Wilderness 
Act. 

 
Response:  The Wilderness Act withdrew the lands in the CMW from mineral entry on January 
1, 1984, subject to valid existing rights.  Under provisions of the 1964 Wilderness Act, only 
claims within the CMW that had documented valid existing rights as of December 31, 1983, 
could be allowed reasonable and prudent access and development of facilities required for a mine 
within the wilderness boundary.  ASARCO established valid existing rights in the CMW as of 
December 31, 1983, and received a patent (deed) to 99 lode mining claims (1,686 acres within 
the CMW) and 123 acres of surface and mineral rights outside (but adjacent to the CMW) from 
BLM in 1989.  Sterling acquired those patents from ASARCO on October 14, 1999.  Under the 
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Wilderness Act, Sterling will be allowed to develop those rights if all other applicable laws and 
regulations are met. 
 
As stated above, the Wilderness Act does provide the Secretary with the authority to impose 
reasonable stipulations on mining operations.  Stipulations related to potential subsidence of 
wilderness lakes are adequately addressed in the FEIS (Vol. I, p. 2-102). 
 
The ROD requires monitoring to be conducted to ensure that wilderness characteristics are 
preserved and the risk of impacts to wilderness lakes is minimized (ROD, Attachment 1, p. 33).  
 
Contention 3. The FEIS fails to adequately review impacts to air and water quality in the 
Wilderness.   
 
Response:  As stated in Contention 2 above, the Wilderness Act allows mining operations to be 
conducted on claims that were valid as of December 31, 1983, which includes the Sterling mine.  
The Wilderness Act does not specifically address water or air quality but rather directs the 
Secretary to include reasonable stipulations in the mineral leases or permits to protect wilderness 
character.   
 
The FEIS provides adequate analysis of the potential impacts to air and water quality and 
mitigation to protect wilderness characteristics (FEIS, pp. 4-10 to 4-21, and 4-333 to 334; ROD, 
Attachment 1, pp. 7-8 and 21-24). 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
I have reviewed the record for each of the contentions addressed above and have found that the 
analysis and decision adequately address the issues raised by the Appellants.  I recommend the 
Forest Supervisor’s decision be affirmed and the Appellants’ requested relief be denied. 
 
 
 
 
/s/ Richard F. Roberts 
RICHARD F. ROBERTS 
Appeal Reviewing Officer 
Director of Ecosystem Assessment and Planning 
 

 


